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The Magic of Ruby
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other varieties of sapphire) can be found in much
larger sizes than fine rubies – a fine sapphire of
20 carats or more can be found for a price, while
a ruby of fine quality of 20 carats is practically
impossible to find at any price – the key word
here being “fine”, or as we in the trade call it,
“gem” quality, denoting the very finest of its kind.
There are also certain types of inclusions trapped
in the stone’s formation that are more commonly
found only in specific colors of corundum. Some
of these can add to the stone’s value, while most
tend to detract. Minute rutile crystals, which are
commonly found in many of the variations of
corundum, when “en mass” and aligned properly
to the corundum’s crystalline structure, create the
phenomenon known as asterism, or the “star”
effect sometimes found in ruby and blue,
pink, and lavender sapphire, but
only very rarely seen in yellow
sapphire, and not at all in the
other colors. While these
inclusions create a 6-rayed
star, and affect the transparency of the gem, in the
case of perfectly aligned
rutile crystals, this adds to
the value of the stone, not
detracts from it. If the star
effect is an example of
“positive” inclusions, the
more common inclusions
that detract from a stone’s
value are those that effect its
beauty, or durability, such as
large crystals within the
stone, or stress fractures, or
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id you know that rubies and sapphires are
basically the same thing – the same mineral,
called corundum? They have the same chemical
composition (an aluminum oxide – Al2O3) and
physical properties, their color being the primary
difference, due to minute impurities during their
formation. If you’re not shocked to find that ruby
and sapphire are basically the same, are you
aware that these different family members can
be found in practically every color of the
rainbow?! When corundum is found in red, we
call it ruby; the richer the red, the more
chromium (as opposed to iron) in the
ruby’s composition (and usually
the more “stressed” the stone
will be). When it is blue,
lavender, pink, orange, yellow, green, colorless, and
any other color than red, we
call it sapphire (the colors
due to various trace elements, as I mentioned,
typically chromium, iron,
vanadium and titanium).
There are certain differences, most probably due
to the various properties of
the trace elements themselves, that are characteristic of these various family
members. For example, fine
blue sapphires (and many
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Perhaps because of its red color, ruby has always
been associated with passion and love, (as well as
a host of other fascinating “superstitions”!) and
historically, the ruby betrothal ring was used long
before the diamond engagement ring appeared.
Perhaps this is also due to the fact that fine ruby
is as hard to find as "true love"; a gem ruby of
exceptional color – as close as possible to a pure
spectral red, with very few inclusions, in a large
size (over 4 carats!), which has not been
artificially enhanced by modern technology, is so
hard to find that it will command a price that
hardly any other gemstone on the planet can top
(a 32.08 carat ruby holds the world record, selling
at auction for US$ 144,000 per carat, or US$
4,600,000 for the stone).
The “queen” of the corundum family is sapphire,
referring to blue sapphire (when there is no
adjective describing color before the word
“sapphire”, it is usually understood that this
refers to the blue variety of sapphire). Historically,
the finest blue sapphire is also found in Myanmar
(Burma), as is still the case today, and in Kashmir;
the Kashmir sapphire being the rarest, producing
gems of the finest quality which were mined for
only a few decades (late 1880s through the
beginning of the early 20th century), and which
are highly sought after today! Sri Lanka (formerly
Ceylon) is one of the largest producers of fine
stones, some of which rival the more expensive
provenances just mentioned. There are many
localities around the world which produce
sapphire, including our own Montana, USA,
which produced small, fine, bright stones. Once
again, the “perfect” color is as close to the
spectral blue (of a rainbow) as possible, without
undertones of gray, purple or green. Blue
sapphire is often found in much larger sizes than
ruby, as I mentioned.

and Sapphire
uneven color saturation (where the color appears
in streaks, to varying degrees); blue sapphires
tend to be found more often with uneven color
saturation than their siblings, while very red
rubies tend to have more “stress” or fractures
than its counterparts, although all forms of
corundum can have any degree of these
inclusions that I’ve just mentioned.
It is also noteworthy to mention that this
gemstone is the hardest of all the minerals, just
after diamond, being #9 on the Moh’s hardness
scale (which ranges from 1-10, the hardest,
diamond, being #10).
Just as any other gemstone, such as diamond, the
4 “C”s apply to corundum as well – color, cut,
clarity and carat (See Antiquorum Vox 2001, page
24, article "For The Love Of Diamonds").
However, just as with any other colored
gemstone, the 4 C’s are not necessarily equal;
when the color is superb, the order of importance
of the 4 C’s is as follows: color, color, color, and
color!! The more “perfect” the color, the more
rare the stone and less importance is given to the
cutting, clarity, and even the carat weight of the
stone, unlike diamond. However, if the color is
average, or not very fine, the other elements in
grading the stone become much more important;
the cut and clarity had better be much finer, and
it is easier to find such stones in much larger
sizes!
So, keeping these things in mind, let us take a
closer look at this marvelous family of corundum.
Ruby still reigns as king of the family, as it has
throughout history. One of the oldest mined
gemstones, the finest examples are still mined in
the Mogok region of Myanmar (formerly known
as Burma), as they have been for centuries.
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